Abstract: This paper is about Low Cost Automation. In it, a basic background about Havana Radioastronomical Station is described. It is showed a Real Time Supervisory and Control System named Astrodata. The System employs Virtual Instruments and Distributed I/O. Transfer information from sensors to computer it is made by communication network. Astrodata creates a database for off-line data processing. Data's primary processing is made by system on-line.
1.INTRODUCTION
The Havana Radioastronomical Station was founded in 1969 by Cuban-Soviet initiative. It observes the solar radioemission in five frequencies and it made reports to the Solar Patrol Service Net (World Data Center B).
There are three Radiotelescopes. They work on 5 different frequencies. Havana's Radiotelescopes, whose work on frequencies of 15.0, 9.5 and 6.7 GHz, are based on Dike type receivers. They measure total and circularly polarized radioemission. The last radiotelescope is a switch interferometer and it work on frequencies of 280 and 230 MHz. Regular observations, with time resolution of 1 second are suitable for solar activity studies and magnetoionospheric alert services.
On early eighties, it was implemented an automatic system for data acquisition on the Havana Radioastronomical Station. It was based on ISKRA 1256 machines. Principal problems were the mnemotecnic language (ISKRA) and non-possibility of updating system. New technology was introduced and many old problems were resolved.
2.PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
Many problems must be resolve to obtain a low cost automation solution for a Radioastronomical Station:
− The first problem is optimization of operation works.
− The second one is optimization of preliminary data processing.
− The last one is to create a database free compatible with another software's used by Astronomic Research Team.
The Cost of ours solutions, to these problems, are under $ 6 000.00 USD.
The solutions to each problem are explained below: Measured data disk storage 6
Positioning and tracking control Man -Machine interface for main VI is shown in figure 2 . Where instrument options are on left part. In figure 3 is showed initialization interface using VI concepts. Initialization for each variable can be made using this VI. By this way, we can supply variable name, communication channel number used, measure unit, etc.
As example of measurements, you can appreciate values of Total radioemission shown in figure 4. Virtual Instruments are used today to resolve different automation problems (Pasquarette, 1997a (Pasquarette, , 1997b . These solutions are no expensive. They are used in industry and control education (Schumann et al., 1999; Bark et al. 1999 , Fernandez 1998 .
CONCLUSION.
The optimization of operations for Havana Radioastronomical Station was obtained using a Low Cost Automation System. On line data processing is possible with this solution and a database with access from practically any other software is obtained.
Maintenance and upgrade of the Automation System is reduced to PC and ADAM maintenance and upgrade service.
